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By CRASH MARKS
Photos ANDREW ‘YODA’ McGRAIL
and ADAM PATCHING

“The louder you cheer, the higher they jump!” Airtime 
FMX promised and they definitely delivered.

Freestyle motocross riders, Brad Burch and Robbie 
Marshall, pushed their Honda CRF 450s to the next 
level in the VicJam Arena as Scouts gave it their all in 
making as much noise as they could manage.

“This is our third show for you guys,” Burchy said. “I 
was stoked when I heard we were coming back here – 
you guys get so hyped! Some kid stuck a peg on me.”

The boys pulled out all of their best tricks, with 
team flips, seat grabs, and even Robbie busting out 
turndown backflips – his personal favourite.

“Let’s get loud and go bigger!”
Not to be outdone, the Scouts roared louder than 

the bikes as Robbie and Burchy rose to the occasion of 
reaching that Next Level.

Let’s make some noise for the boys!

By AMY GRAHAM
Photos RYAN HOLMES

The grandson of the Founder of Scouting 
has come to VicJam to visit his own 
grandson.
Lord Baden Powell, the 4th Baron of Gilwell, 
and Lady Baden Powell came up from 
Melbourne for the day to visit their grandson 
Max in Unit 122.
“You will be as tall as grandpa soon,” he said 
to Max after a big hug.
Max showed off his tent and introduced his 
grandpa to the unit before it was time to 
head off to activities.

Baden Powell stopped in at Our World 
to hear about the diversity and inclusion 
activities before heading to Outback World 
to check out the far reaches of the site.

Next up was the Scout Shop, a nice air 
conditioned break that reminded him of 
World Jamboree.

All too soon it was time to go home, 
but he enjoyed the day. “It’s given me an 

opportunity to come back to the site where 
Jamboree was held 15 years ago.”

Lord Baden Powell stressed the 
importance of Scouting, particularly in the 
last two years.

“The spirit of Scouting is the one thing 
in the world that has the ability to bring us 
together,” he said.

“Keep enjoying life, keep living life and 
keep meeting Scouts from not only your 
Group but other Groups. That’s important.”

From grandfather to grandson, 
the spirit of Scouting

Catering Director Jess Rutherford 
explains the supermarket system.

BE PREPARED
Storms are predicted for Wednesday and Thursday, with 

possible lightning, thunder and wind gusts. But the wind 
is not predicted to be as strong as last Sunday.

Be prepared: secure all tents with guy ropes, and drop 
gazebos and other structures as soon as there is warning 

that the storm is near.
JSLs: essential cases go the First Aid Post, but please deal 

with minor cases within the lines, so as not to overwhelm the 
FAP and deny treatment to those who really need it.

DLC Dirty
Little
Croutons
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Mission Critical Info

Will, Unit 236
It’s easier to make friends.

Tyler, Unit 107
Slides can go higher than 10 times your 
size!

Luke, Unit 107
I learnt how to play the 
didgeridoo.

Isaac, Unit 240
Getting out to meet more 
people.

Matthew, Unit 210
Axe throwing!

Blake, Unit 112
I found out what delirium means.

VOX POP
What skill did you level up?

Article and Photos AYSHIA BEEKMAN

By CRASH MARKS
Photos PHILL STEVENS

From go-karts to water slides, Funfields is a 
(Vic-)jampacked day of fun!

Whether y ou’re a land Scout or a puddle 
Scout, there’s something here for you. 
Splash your way across the park – including 
THREE world record breaking water slides 
– from the wave pool down to the bumpa-
boats in Tiki Bay, you’re sure to cool off.

If you’d rather stay on dry land, make 
sure you check out the massive toboggan 
slide! Blackbeard’s Fury has its ups and 
downs, but the Voodoo 360 will turn you on 
your head, while mini golf is a hole in one. 

What makes the Mystic Kingdom so 
mystical? You’ll have to find out!

On top of the slide 
at Funfields

By MELANIE SOKLEVSKI
Photos ADAM PATCHING and AYSHIA 
BEEKMAN

It’s no axe-ccident that axe throwing is the 
one thing Scouts are talking about after 
visiting Outback World.

This popular addition to Scouts Victoria’s 
Archery Team has hit its target at VicJam.

Piper, Unit 111, excitedly told us, “I yeeted 
an axe.”

Isla, Unit 117, said, “It feels empowering,” 
after hitting 24 from 33 throws.

Archery, ballistae, a carousel, swings, 

and a blacksmith demonstration can 
also be found at Outback World. Make a 
paracord bag tag or your own souvenir 
leather keyring, thanks to Colonial Leather, 
Bendigo.

Scott Matthews, State Leader - 
Campcraft & Pioneering, brought the axe 
throwing idea back to Victoria from the 
2019 World Jamboree. The ‘axes’ are 
actually hatchets for cutting wood. To plan 
a Special Interest Activity, contact the team 
and take your axe throwing to the next level.

Climate Captains

Axe-cellent Outback World

By TARA ROYSTON
Photos by CADEL 
McCOLL and ADAM 
PATCHING

At Moira Scout 
Camp, Scouts 
do the Climate 
Captains overnight 
expedition where 
‘they can help save 
the planet and 
have fun doing it’ 
according to Robin, 
a service Rover.

Scouts 
experiment 
with hydrogen 
rockets, adjusting 
the amount of 
chemicals to shoot 
them as far as 
possible!

They can also go 
in one of the world’s 
only hydrogen 
powered cars.

Scouts make 
bees wax wrap 
and native bee 
hotels out of the 

surrounding nature.
Natasha from 

Unit 234, said that 
she ‘really enjoyed 
making the bee 
hotels’.

Scouts can even 
make their own 
smoothies making a 
blender bike!

Finally, Scouts 
get to cool off in 
the Goulburn River 
after a long day of 
activities.

WHAT’S ON

Elmore today 
High chance of 
rain, top of 31
Elmore tomorrow 
Thunderstorms 
and mild winds, 
a top of 31

Bendigo:
Showers. Possible 
heavy falls, top of 
27

Echuca: 
Showers. Possible 
heavy falls, top of 
26
Shepparton: 
Thunderstorms and 
mild winds, a top 
of 31
Melbourne: 
Humid. Showers, 
top of 28

Nagambie: 
Showers. Possible 
heavy falls, top of 
27
Gilwell: 
Humid. Showers, 
top of 28

Arkham City:
Light snow, top of 
-3

tonight
VicJam Arena
7.30 pm Homegrown with ‘Mal and Ky’ and 
‘Rock Academy Australia”
Club EXP
4 pm  Rocket League tryouts
 FREE MERCH
7.45 pm Movie: The Greatest Showman
Village Green
7 pm VicJam Radio Night Shift; 
 Badge Club open 

tomorrow
Activity Departures (Last Bus)
(Lunch pickup, 30 minutes before departure)
7.30 am  Bicycle Adventure, Underground 

Adventures, Climate Captains 
7.45 am   Amazing Race (Units 101-208), 
Rock Climbing
8 am   Echuca Explorer (Units 101-206)
8.15 am   Amazing Race (Units 209-246), 
Hiking and Biking
8.30 am  Funfields (Units 101-142)
8.45 am  Funfields (Units 201-246), 
 Ski, Swim & Skim.
9.00 am Paddle Away, Bendigo Explorer
9.15 am  Ski, Swim & Skim
9.30 am Echuca Explorer (Units 205-246)

Village Green
8- 9 am Coffee and food trucks open
9 am – 6 pm Scout Shop
10 am – 9.30 pm My World – chill out zone.
10 am Heritage and Badge Club open
10.30 am Street art in the village
5 pm Scouts’ Own (Youth forum shed)

tomorrow night
VicJam Arena
7.30 pm e-Sports night
Club EXP
7.45 pm Movie: The Goonies

WEATHER
or not?Don’t be a poison tree…

About 200 years ago a guy named 
William Blake write a poem called ‘A 
Poison Tree’. (No – don’t stop reading 
– this is relevant, I promise!) The idea 
of the poem is that, if you are angry 
with someone and you bottle it up 
and don’t tell anyone, it becomes like a 
poison tree – OK from a distance but 
deadly. If there’s someone in your Unit 
who is annoying you, and you just keep 
letting them annoy you without doing 
something, eventually you are going 
to explode. You need to act before this 
happens. This doesn’t mean fronting up 
to them and saying, “Stop singing Taylor 
Swift songs out of tune or I’ll punch you.” 
Most people aren’t trying to deliberately 
annoy you – so quietly let them know and 
ask them to stop. (Of course, if you think 
they ARE trying to annoy you – talk to 
your Leaders.)

Club EXP is calling for last minute 
applications for its amazing Rocket 

League competition, the first of its kind 
at a Jamboree. The teams which will be 
competing in the on-stage tournament 
at the arena will be picked tonight! The 
winning team will receive a $100 gift 
card each, and the other teams who 
competed will receive $25 gift card 

each. This is a gamer’s dream with the 
chance to play at the VicJam Arena 
with their gameplay being shown on 

the big screen in front of friends. As well 
as the tournament, there will also be 

rounds held that are just for fun, such as 
Scouts vs Leaders, Venturers round and 
Sub Camp 1 vs 2. Don’t miss out on this 

awesome opportunity!
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Story and Photo  
ANDREW ‘YODA’ McGRAIL

PLs Lily and Charlee of Unit 115 
had surprise lunch guests when 
the Cubs from 2nd Springvale 
took over their dining shelter.
“I welcomed them to our camp, 
and asked them what they were 
going to do at VicJam,” said Lily.
“They were looking forward to the 
water slides and oobleck, and 
very excited to see their friends 
and family. They can’t wait to be 
a Scout one day!”

Cubs getting the most out of CubJam with  
actvities including:
• Viking training ropes course commando crawl
• Lego cart construction and Kub Kart racing
• Oobleck science run
• Inflateable concert
• Rockclimbing
• Science experiments
• Boat creation and racing
• and of course water slides

Photos VANESSA HAM, ANDREW ‘YODA’ McGRAIL, IAN WOLF,  
HANNAH TOOLEY, RYAN HOLMES and TED HUGHES 

CubJam

CubJam at VicJam
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VicJam Easter Eggs

Can rocks be other 
things or are there 
only rocks? What’s 
the rock criteria?

Eliza, Unit 202
Rocks can be many 
things. Igneous, 
metamorphic, 
mutant, feline, 
aquatic.  The main 
thing is that a rock 
has to really want 
to be a rock.

Do I exist or is life a 
simulation?

Jenna, Unit 202
I’ve sent my answer 
by telepathy. 
Blink twice if you 
received it.

How does the DLC 
arrive on time all 
the time?

Mitchell, Unit 128
That’s not what our 
printer says.

Do you like 
pineapple on pizza?

Lara, Unit 119
Anchovies.

Why did I lose my 
duck in the shower?

Tyler and Nikola, 
Unit 122

It might have just 
ducked out for 
something.

Who sang that 
one song by Taylor 
Swift?

Jenna, 202
Who didn’t?

Why are some 
plants edible but 
others aren’t?

Renee, Unit 202
Because they’re 
inedible.

When will the ice 
truck get here?

Oscar, Unit 116
From the classic 
Eugene O’Neill 
play “The ice truck 
cometh”.

Where is Shane 
Jacobson?

Jordy, Unit 126
The hologram 
Shane Jacobson 
is inside a giant 
chicken nugget. (If 
you didn’t read my 
page yesterday, 
this won’t make 
sense. If you did 
read my page, it 
still mightn’t.)

What do we do if 
a Cub enters my 
campsite?

Harry, Unit 116
Just back off 
quietly. No sudden 
movements. Then 
call a Cub catcher. 

Will we be able to 
find the paper on 
JamStan after 
VicJam?

Cody, Unit 134
For a bit, then 
it will be gone. 
I’m ordering the 
souvenir edition, 

Why do we have 
green hats? Is it 
to substitute for 
the lack of green 
grass?

Dan & Sam, 136
Damn! We knew 
someone would 
figure this out. Next 
Jamboree we’re 
putting flashing 
lights on all the hats 
as a distraction.

Why is the sky 
blue?

Charlie B, Venturer
It’s actually just a 
big blue hat.

Would it be hard to 
drink it?

Eliza, 202
Maybe a very long 
straw? Let us know 
how you go.

Am I Iron Man?
Brendan, Unit 103

If you’re Iron Man, 
I’m Pepper Potts.

Why are you short?
Charli, Unit 202

Because I have 
duck’s disease: my 
tail is too close to 
the ground.

Why aren’t J-Bucks 
used at stores in 
The Village?

Evan, Unit 120
Seriously, they’re 
not? What about 
Doggo-coin?

Do I have brain 
cells?

Cooper, Unit 202
You did. Jamborees 
destroy a lot. Ask 
the young Leaders 
at Heritage.

Do you like Unit 
112?

Jonathan, Unit 112
Absolutely. 
Although some say 
Unit 224 is twice as 
good. 

How do Scouts join 
the media team?

Harry, Unit 245
Just send us a 
story, Harry. Drop 
by DLC and ask for 
the top doggo.

How responsible 
are Scouts?

Simon, Unit 116
Extremely 
responsible. For 
everything. (Except 
the stuff Venturers 
do.)

Why don’t we do 
activities as a Unit?

Patrick, Unit 126
Because B-P called 
it the Patrol system, 
not the Unit system.

If you watch 
Jaws the movie 
backwards, it’s 
the story of a kind 
shark who helps 
people in need.

Sally, Unit 226
You don’t reckon 
you’re over-
thinking this?

One of the Scouts 
in my unit woke to 
the other caressing 
his face.

Jenna, Unit 202
That’s a No. You 
can’t give consent 
when you’re asleep.

Ask the Moderator

Send your 
questions, news and 

photos to 
dlc@vicjam.com.au

Or drop in to the offices 
of DLC.

Photo ADAM PATCHING

Thanks to due to bushfires and border 
closures, Cub Leader Melanie Soklevski has 
waited two years for her parents, Anne and 
Terry, to present her with her Woodbadge. 

At VicJam on Monday, her daughters, 
Chelsea and Piper, helped with the 
presentation.

Story and Photo ANDREW ‘YODA’ McGRAIL

First Aid have been treating a lot of blood noses. And so has Unit 
117.

Patrol Leader Isla has been using their nosebleed kits put 
together by their Unit.

“First we pinch the nose with tissues and find some shade, then 
we wet the cloths for her forehead and back of the neck to keep 
Tegan cool. Sometimes we have to go to first aid but usually it stops 
after five minutes.”

Tegan says her Patrol members’ help “means I can have 
confidence to join in all activities.”

Eliot Routson from First Aid had some advice to prevent blood 
noses: “Keep out of the dust, keep out of the sun, drink lots of water, 
don’t pick your nose.” Some wise words to live by.

Daily 
TwinsTripletsTriplets

By AMELIA COLLINS
Photo AYSHIA BEEKMAN

Asher and Will - aka Pablo and Diablo from 
Unit 222 - had a sweet idea to get money 
for badges.

They sell candy. Pablo and his dad hand-
sewed pockets inside trench coats to hold 
their sugar-laden stock.

We’ll take Pablo at his word when he 
says “our moustaches are very real”.

By GAVIN WHITE
Photo MELANIE SOKLEVSKI

There’s more to being a triplet than people 
realise! We sat down with three from Unit 
216 to ask them what they think people 
need to know.

“I like when people ask me if I’m a twin,” 
said Jahzai, “because I can honestly say no.”

“Even our dad can’t tell us apart,” said 
Tihira. “It’s annoying.”

Nayeli thinks it’s not so bad, though. “I 
have a different perspective. We can do 
magic tricks!”

“Like, one of us is on a box, one is in the 
box, and one knocking at the door!”

They’re more different than people 
realise - can you guess who’s the quiet one 
and who really liked Vertical World?

By GILL CARTER
Photo HANNAH TOOLEY

Chloe and Beau from Unit 237 are part of the team that runs Scout 
Wired, the Minecraft, Terraria, Factorio and Discord server for 
Scouts and Guides all around the world.

Scout Wired is a youth-led, adult-supported organisation that 
has a dedicated team who keep this wonderful online space a safe 
place for Scouts of all ages.

They meet other Scouts from all around the world, and maintain 
the friendships they have made at events like VicJam.

Chloe is one of the moderators of the Discord server and it’s her 
job to supervise the text and voice chat.

“I need to make sure that members are all using appropriate 
language and being friendly,” she said.

To become part of the team she had to submit an application to 
the council of team leaders.

Beau is one of the members of this council which is made up of 
both youth members and adult Leaders.

“We discuss what’s been happening in the last month and work 
out everything that needs to happen behind the scenes,” Beau said.

Scout Wired was founded in 2015 and has a total of 1315 players 
so far.

The Minecraft server offers a range of fun mini-games for 
players to enjoy, including Survival, Hunger Games, Bed Wars, PvP 
areas, Dungeons and Skyblock.

For those interested, the Minecraft server uses Java edition so it 
can only be played on a PC or laptop.

You can find the server at the following links:  
minecraft.scoutwired.org, discord.scoutwired.org 

By BRIANNA INGRAM and the TEAM
Photos VANESSA HAM and IAN WOLF

Our World celebrates Australia’s culture 
and diversity.

It’s a place where Scouts can feel 
included and learn about different ways of 
life.

Christian of Unit 132 says, “Before it did 
sound a bit like school, but I thought it was 
really fun.”

Scouts can make pronoun badges and 
paint pride rocks, and learn more about 
the culture and music of our First Nations 
people.

Hamish of Unit 132 had a go at playing a 
didgeridoo, “I could hardly get it to make any 
noise.”

Holly of Unit 132 says “The younger 
Scouts hadn’t thought about those things, 
and asked me a lot of questions. They 
wanted to know more about what they can 
do to help.”

Holly continued, “Scouting is making an 
effort to make people feel comfortable with 
how they are feeling.”

It’s the complete set of VicJam 
memories - the first nine issues of 
DLC plus a bonus 10th edition ** in 
a schmick presentation folder. Just 
$29.95 including home delivery.
** The only way to get it is by 
asking your doggo to order online 
at www.vicjam.com.au/merch
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HOME SWEET 
ELMORE

By TADC QUIRKE

Photo by PHILL STEVENS 

Eaglehawk is just 47 kms south of Elmore, 

and one of the closest Groups to VicJam.

We asked 1st Eaglehawk Scouts, who live 

half an hour down the road, how they felt 

about VicJam being so close to home. 

They’d seen the site ages before. Adam 

attended AJ2019 and said there’s no way 

the dirt can be worse this time, but Hamish 

reckons it’s going to be really dry and dusty 

by the final day. We’ll see!

Hannah was most excited about hanging 

out with friends, and Josh about not dealing 

with siblings for a whole 11 days.

Despite being just down the road, 1st 

Eaglehawk still had some problems getting 

ready – Josh’s computer crashed seven 

times trying to pick an activity!

Eaglehawk Scouts; Josh, Genevieve, Hamish, Gideon, Adam excited to hope onto the bus for 10 days of fun!
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UNSTOPPABLE 

The zombie Jamboree that wouldn’t die

In January this year, the Chief 

Commissioners around Australia made the 

tough decision to scrap AJ2022 – border 

closures, lockdowns, and some other stuff.

But Victoria pressed on.

Over the next 11 days we celebrate the 

resilience of Scouts, Venturers and Leaders 

who believed that we could defy a global 

pandemic and run Scouting at home and 

organise a Jamboree on Zoom.

Then gather on the lush green lawns and 

soft soil of Elmore to party hard with nearly 

4500 new friends.
We are a temporary town of more than 

4000 people with a shopping centre, the 

VicJam supermarket, dining areas for 

Leaders and Venturers, a police station, fire 

station, first aid assistance centre, radio 

station, daily newspaper, activity bases and 

the VicJam Arena.

We will enjoy amazing on-site activities 

and nightly entertainment; we will travel to 

16 off-site locations to tackle adventures 

and overnight expeditions.

We arrived today on 88 buses, and we’ll 

journey out each day on 55. Transport is a 

big item - $950,000 – in our budget of $5.5 

million.Another big item is food: $1.25 million. 

The shopping list includes 5 tonnes of milk, 

5586 loaves of bread, 8 pallets of cereal, 

523 bottles of sauce, 1098 litres of custard, 

1.015 km of sausages and 23 different fruits 

and vegetables.
The biggest budget item is activities. Did 

you know you’ve spent $2.3 million of your 

pocket money to have the biggest and best 

range of adventures? Tackle everything you 

can! Enjoy!

By OLLIE PATERAS
It’s not easy 

keeping cool as 
the temperatures 

soar into the 40s. 

It’s even harder for 

Scouts who are out 

in the sun.Temperatures 

are set to rise to 

extreme levels. And 

Matty McKernan, 

General Manager 

- Emergency 
Services, warns 

us all: “Look 
out for signs of 

dehydration, like 

headaches and 

struggling to keep 

up with your Patrol”.

Matty’s crews 

are spreading the 

word about heat 

stress, reminding 

people to be sun 

smart, drink water 

and get in the 
shade.

Remember 
to seek shade as 

quickly as possible 

at the first sign 
of heat stress, to 

keep hydrating 
and to seek help if 

you’re not getting 

any better after 15 

minutes. In an emergency, 

our emergency 
management 

centre can be 
contacted 24/7 at 

03 4416 3801.

Hot, Hot, Hot

DLC
Direct Local Comms
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Blue skies, buses heading out, on-site 

Worlds waking up… welcome to Day 1 of 

Activities.Off-site buses were scheduled to depart 

between 7.30 and 10 am – heading all 

over the state, from Bendigo for Bicycle 

Adventure, to Whittlesea’s Funfields Theme 

Park and from the Echuca Explorer by the 

Murray River to Lake Nagambie for Wet 

Wild and Windy.At the Wet Wild and Windy Adventure, 

Scouts rotate through five water- based 

activities: sailing; stand-up paddle boards 

and kayaks; an on-water aqua park; a 

30-metre giant water slide; and swimming 

with inflatables. Wet Wild and Windy is 

only running today and tomorrow. After 

that, the venue will be running the Paddle 

Away overnight Expedition. “We’ve been 

working for more than 12 months on 

putting together a great activity,” says 

activity leader Davo Bryars. “We’re really 

looking forward to every Scout enjoying 

themselves.”

On-site days are full of challenge. At 

Vertical World, Scouts will be harnessed as 

they move through abseiling, rock climbing, 

caving and zip lines. In the low zone they will 

tackle bouldering, low ropes, ladders, clip 

and climb, horizontal bungee and knot skills. 

Tech World offers a huge range of tech-

based activities, plus the RadioActiv8 wide-

game, where Scouts will compete across 

the whole VicJam site to save the planet 

from a covert alien invasion. Add Water 

World, Outback World, Active World and 

Our World and there’s never a dull moment 

on-site.

By OLLIE PATERAS
Photo COLLETTE LARKWho knew global app developers have 

Christmas holidays?
The critically acclaimed JamStan app 

has arrived, well, sort of. 
Critical components of the app are now 

available at vicjam.com.au/jamstan

The web-version can be utilised 

by all on site. Scouts can get their unit 

login from their JSL, to access their 

program, shopping lists, menus, and 

recipe cards. Service Leaders and 

Ventures don’t need a login, but there 

is not much to see yet. 
A massive thank you to Jackson 

Isted and Josh Lacey for their 

incredible efforts pulling an all-nighter 

to get this alternative running. 

Keep your ears out on VicJam 

Radio for any updates on the Apple 

and Google Play release.

JamStan (sort of)

Photo: LACEY EWENSON

Unit 114 are happy to be here.

More bus action on page 3

Lights, Cameras, Action!

DLC DownLoadedCampsite
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By GILL CARTERPhotos TED HUGHES and AYSHIA BEEKMAN
Down at the beautiful off site activity of Wet, Wild & Windy, the Scouts made a huge splash in each of the water-themed bases. This is the perfect way to cool off in the heat and it gives Scouts the opportunity to try activities such as sailing, paddle boarding, aqua park and of course the 10m tall, 30m long and 420kg beast that is the inflatable water 

slide. 
Daisy from Unit 209 said “I had so much fun splashing in the water with my friends.” Patrick, Alice and Mathena from Unit 239 all had a great time at the paddle boards and while sailing. “I paid my friend $4 to use the paddle board!” said Alice. Cassie from Unit 229 is here for her second Jamboree. She was most excited about the water slide: “It’s a massive drop from the top compared to how it looks at the bottom. Once you go down there’s 

a big splash at the end and you want to go again!” “Just look out there at the Scouts on the aqua park” said Davo Bryar, the Leader in charge of the event. “As Leaders, we want to see the Scouts enjoy growing up in a safe environment.”

IT’S WET, IT’S WILD, IT’S WINDY!!

DLC Draw
LeaderCartoons
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HAPPY NEW YEAR, HAPPY NEW STARTAfter a crazy two 
years, VicJam is 
ready to launch us 
into an awesome 
2022 and a fresh 
start for everyone.

The new year 
is certainly looking 
up, particularly for 
Scouts starting 
high school - a new 
phase of their life 
with more freedoms and opportunities. 

Chloe and Emma of Unit 220 are 
excited to make new friends and gain 
more independence, including walking 
to school. Chloe is 
especially excited 
for the opportunity 
to attend a New 
Zealand Jamboree. 

Ollie Pateras, 
the VicJam Unit 
Leader, is starting 
university in 2022. 
“Stress less, don’t 

worry what other 
people think,” are 
his words of advice 
on getting the most out of 2022.

Deputy Chief 
Commissioner, 
Daniella Taglieri, 
says to “find the 
joy and beauty in 
every moment.” 
Kara Barker from 
the Welfare team 
also offers some 
advice. “Get out 
and about and live 
every moment to 
the fullest.”

From badges 
to activities, 
concerts to off-site 
expeditions, 
memories to 
friendships, VicJam is a fantastic way 
to kick off the year. 
Thanks for a New 
Year’s we’ll never 
forget and here’s to an amazing 2022!

By GAVIN WHITE
Photo MELANIE SOKLEVSKI
Two years ago, Cobargo, NSW, was hit hard, losing 70 homes as bushfires swept across eastern Australia.

Three Scouts and a Leader at 1st Cobargo lost their homes. Their Group gear was all destroyed, except one tent.Leader Louise Allery says: “There wouldn’t be a Scout… who wasn’t evacuated or threatened with evacuation.”Unit 238 are now looking forward to better times.  

“I can just relax. I have a bunch of friends here,” says Eva. 
“It’s a chance to try new things,” says Lucinda.
They are at VicJam thanks to a grant from Bendigo Bank, while “Porsche fanatics” donated each Scout camping gear.For 1st Cobargo, Scouting has shown its real value, a point of stability and certainty in an uncertain and changing world. Leader Matthew Farran says: “1st Cobargo are like a family. We all look out for each other.”

A New Start for Cobargo in 2022

By AMY GRAHAM, TARA ROYSTON and SETH LOCKWOOD
Photos HANNAH TOOLEY AND VANESSA HAM

DLC Dance
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The Biggest Birthday Party in Victoria MasterChef comes to the Arena

Lime Cordiale

By ASH MARKS
Photos COLLETTE 

LARK

Jack, Unit 201, 
celebrated more 

than just the new 

year when his Unit 

came together to 

throw him his first 

birthday party with 

his friends!
Elias and Zaineb 

recruited their 
mates from Unit 
202, who they 
regularly camp 
with, to assist in 

the party planning. 

They gathered 
everyone to sing 
Happy Birthday to 

Jack, along with 
14 cheers, before 

handing him the 
awesome presents 

they’d brought with 

them.
Could you 

imagine celebrating 

your birthday on 
New Year’s Day with 

7000 friends?
Just when 

things couldn’t get 

any more exciting 

for the birthday boy, 

he got to video chat 

with his mum so 
that she could see 

his cool gifts and 

all of his awesome 

friends who 
came together to 

celebrate with him.

With a maccas 

lunch and an 
afternoon in Echuca 

to follow, it’s safe 

to say that Jack is 

taking 2022 to the 

next level.

By LEO PAULSEN
Photo SETH 
LOCKWOOD

We are pleased to 

welcome former 
2nd Caulfield 
Venturer Dr. Sandro 

Demaio to VicJam 

on Tuesday. Sandro 

is now the CEO of 

VicHealth.
VicHealth is an 

organisation that 

helps keep Victorians 

Healthy through 
making positive 
lifestyle choices 
such as healthy 
eating, exercise, 
and enjoying the 
outdoors – all stuff 

we excel at! 
Future Healthy is 

a program they are 

running to help find 

out more about 
what being healthy 

means to young 
people, so he is 
keen to talk with us.

Sandro will be 

joining us in the 
Arena for Master 

Chef with Ben 
Bolton from Junior 

MasterChef and the 

fabulous Kelly 
Crawford from Hi-5.

They will be 
cooking a mystery box 

live on stage using 

the very same 

equipment from your 

own Unit kitchens 
and food straight 
from the VicJam 
Supermarket.

Let’s all be 
there at 6.30pm 
to watch these 
pros in action and 
to up your food 
game when you 
are on duty patrol!

Ben Bolton, Unit 213; from Junior 

MasterChef to duty patrol 

By TARA 
ROYSTON
Photos ADAM 
PATCHING and 
COLLETTE LARK

The New Year’s 
Day entertainment 
brought more 
than 800 Scouts 
and Venturers to 
the main arena. 
Australian indie 
rock band, Teenage 

Dads, hyped the 
audience up, 
with good music 
and audience 
interaction. 

Then the main 
act, Lime Cordiale, 
entered the stage 
with the entire 
crowd chanting 
‘cordial, cordial’. 
Throughout the 
hour long show, 
there were 

many different 
instruments played 
including, guitars, a 
trumpet, a clarinet, 
and even a kazoo. 

Lucy from Unit 
239, says she 
‘loves Lime Cordiale 
and that it’s the 
best ever’, while  
Matilda from Unit 
221 hadn’t heard of 
them but enjoyed 
their music.

HAVE 
YOUR 

SAY!
Email stories, 

photos and  

questions for DLC to:
dlc@vicjam.com.au
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The Chief Scout flies high

How to make CubJam

By AMELIA COLLINS

Photos RYAN HOLMES

Here come the Cub Scouts!

CubJam officially began 

yesterday with plenty of fun 

activities and areas for the next 

generation of Scouts to enjoy. It 

continues till Friday.

The CubJam team had to 

rebuild their site after Sunday’s 

dust storm, and by Monday 

morning CubJam was full of 

happy and messy Cubs.

Even the Leaders were 

excited. CubJam Marketing 

Manager Peter Coffey, said: “I 

just love that Cub Scouts are so 

enthusiastic. I just love that age 

in Scouting.”

Activities ranged from the 

epic and messy like Oobleck and 

3D Twister to the chill and artsy 

like bracelet making.

If you pass the CubJam site, 

make sure to say hi to the up 

and coming Scouts.

Photo CAMERON 

WHITE

There was no 

warning from the 

BOM and then 

someone noticed it: 

at 5.41 pm Sunday 

a massive storm 

was 10 minutes 

from hitting 

VicJam. Or to use 

the language of 

the Emergency 

Management 

Centre: “a significant 

wind event including 

dust storm.”

The EMC’s 

warning via SMS 

and the Elmore PA 

allowed Leaders to 

drop marquees and 

other tall structures. 

But some marquees, 

tents and fences 

were flattened or 

smashed. Several 

Scouts suffered 

asthma.

Sub-camp 1 

and CubJam were 

worst impacted, 

and firies and 

Leaders jumped 

in to lend a hand, 

especially for JSLs 

minding sites while 

their Units were on 

expedition. CubJam 

was rebuilt on 

Monday morning 

just before the Cubs 

arrived.

Unit 123 was 

empty – JSL 

Brendan Watson 

was at an important 

off-site meeting 

– when the storm 

brought down the 

123 ‘Cathedral’ 

dining shelter. Ross 

Elliott at the Scout 

Shop was quick to 

sell him the water 

bottle marquee 

used on Visitors 

Days and eight 

Scouts marched it 

back to camp.

The JamCam 

videos of the storm 

were a ratings 

sensation on 

social media and 

we appreciate 

the wonderful 

messages from 

parents. #Resilience 

#BeAScout

PS We’ll never 

criticise AJ2019 

again.

Storm in a campsite

By AMY GRAHAM 

Photos PAUL RODGERS and PHILL STEVENS

The Chief Scout of Australia has flown in from Canberra to spend a 

day with us.

His Excellency David Hurley, Governor-General and Chief Scout 

Australia, and his wife, her Excellency Linda Hurley, came to see what 

VicJam has to offer.

Unit 125 shared a game of Connect Four with the Governor-

General before Tye was lucky enough to receive a medallion in 

possibly one of the most unequal badge trades in Jamboree history. 

Ari from Unit 245 chatted to Mrs Hurley about yabby traps over 

lunch.
His Excellency had a great time axe throwing, proving to be a great 

shot. Vertical World was the last stop, stepping out of their comfort 

zones on the flying fox. “I did things I didn’t expect,” said Mrs Hurley. 

“Everyone was friendly…you could tell the Scouts were having fun.”

The Governor-General and Mrs Hurley met through Scouting 

and serve as Venturer and Cub Leaders respectively in NSW. His 

Excellency said: “We are getting back to traditional Scouting ... the 

wind, the sun, the dirt. Scouting is enjoyment for a purpose, to grow 

as a person. Let [Scouting] grow because it does wonders.”

Top: Mrs Hurley throws an axe.

Above: Badge swap with Tye from Unit 125

The Chief Scout of Australia in action

DLC Drive 
Like
Cats

Our Diverse World

Triple trouble
It’s Wood Badge time … 
finally

Blood nose quick access kit

Tegan and Isla of Unit 117

Scouts Minecraft server

Candy crew

From left: Terry Jackson, Piper (Unit 111), 
Melanie Soklevski, Chelsea (Unit 302), 
and Anne Jackson

By GILL CARTER
Photo AYSHIA 
BEEKMAN

Who can hold their 
head in a bucket 
of ice water the 
longest?

Scouts Ella and 
Naami from Unit 
224 were playing 
around with some 
left over ice cubes 
and decided 
everyone should 

get the chance to 
cool down with them. 

On Market Day 
they challenged 
Scouts to part with 
their J-Bucks to 
see how long they 
could last in the ice 
bucket.

Abi from Unit 
214 managed to 
keep her head in 
the icy water for 
an impressive 30 
seconds. "It's cold 

and painful like 
you've been in the 
freezer for too long,” 
she said. “But if 
you're really hot you 
should give it a go."

Anyone who beat 
the current record 
won their J-Bucks 
back as well as a 
delicious, refreshing 
mocktail, which were 
also being sold for 
J-Bucks.

The final record 
holder, David from 
Unit 232, held out 
for a remarkable 75 
seconds. "The first 
45 seconds was 
the worst, but the 
longer I went, the 
easier it became," 
he said. "I'm also 
a pretty stubborn 
person so that 
helped me to keep 
my head in the 
water for longer."

By AMELIA 
COLLINS and the 
TEAM
Photos CADEL 
McCOLL

“The worst words 
we could ever hear,” 
said one Scout 
at the news their 
beloved butter 
chicken was being 
taken from their 
grasp.

The recall of 
butter chicken 
sauce was because 
the original sauce 

VicJam ordered 
was replaced with 
one which included 
almonds - and 
Vicjam is a nut-free 
event (except for 
Leaders).

The recall was 
swiftly managed by 
Catering, with units 
notified by text and 
phone calls. 

Alexandra from 
Unit 113 says it 
was traumatic: 
“We were told we 
would come back 
to the beautiful 
food we know as 
butter chicken!” 
Luckily chef Snappa 
turned out a great 
replacement meal.

Butter 
chicken 
betrayal

Ice bucket challenge

Abi from Unit 214 cooling down with the ice 
bucket challenge

Hidden things we’ve noticed around the camp
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LoL

We’ve cracked the 
lanyard code!

Green – Scouts

Maroon – Venturers

Green-Yellow – Linking Cubs       
(aka Scubs)

Purple – Service Leaders & Rovers 

Blue – Line Leaders & Carers

Navy blue – Undercover Girl Guides

Black – Ninjas

White – Ninja New Chums  (& 
Jamboree Organising Committee)

Pink – Ducky and Trev (because 
they’re special)

Polka dots and glitter – Chief 
Commissioners

No lanyard – not meant to be here

Black/white stripes – these are 
actual zebras

Turning 11
Theresa, Unit 128

Turning 12
Ryley, Unit 142
Sebastian, Unit 
204

Turning 13
Lucien, Unit 109

Turning 15
Thomas, Unit 122

Turning 17
Kazuhide, Scuba

Turning 18+
Helen Finlay, 
Health 
Peter Gibson, 
Sub-Camp Team

Riley, Unit 115
Laugh at your friends.

Liam, Unit 125
Don’t be silly during the day.

William, Unit 117
Eat food.

Rory, Unit 115
COFFEEEE ...

Jack (The Fruity Fairy), 
Unit 125
I didn’t.

Imogen, Unit 231
Nap during the day

6 PEOPLE WHO
found energy restoration hacks

Story and Photos SETH LOCKWOOD 

HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 

for today

By CAMP_CRASHER_22

We’ve been hit hard by weather 
glitches that have spawned randomly 
across the map, knocking both hubs 
and levels offline in places. Luckily the 
server is supported by an awesome 
maintenance team who worked hard to 
get everything back online.

Today a team of the head game 

developers dropped into the main hub 
to interact with some of the players!

The VIP team toured some of the 
mission and even speed ran a couple of 
levels. One player even shared an XP 
booster with the chief developer.

After the VIP event ended, we 
checked out a modded vehicle 
demonstration – it was beyond next 
level! Totally rad from start to finish!

Mission Log #6:

A Radio return
A Scout who went home on January 
1 because he was not feeling well has 
decided to return to Elmore.

Back in Melbourne he kept in touch with 
VicJam by listening to VicJam Radio 107.3 
on the JamStan app.

JamStan has kept him connected and 
he is excited to return.

A huge thanks to the might VicJam 
Radio team. You brighten our days.

The Breakfast Patrol from VicJam Radio

Tom Heap and Ron Varsani from VicJam Radio are interviewed by Joey Scout Hannah

Will pay J-Bucks for VicJam shirts

Some people missed out on a VicJam shirt, 
so we offered them a $30 voucher. But they 
really just want a shirt.

So we thought outside the square …
What about people who have a shirt but 

don’t really want it that much?
For one day only – until 5 pm today 

(Wednesday) – the Scout Shop will give you 
a $30 voucher for your shirt. (Offer limited.)

We need 64 adult-sized shirts in total.
They need to be in good condition, no 

rips. These will be washed and re-packaged 
overnight to look as new.

We also need 20 x Large hats and we 
will give a $20 voucher for each!


